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Series of three e‐mail letters  
Client: SkinovativeUSA.com 

 
 

EMAIL 1 
 

Dear Dianne, 
 
Awful. 

 
Absolutely, fretfully awful. 

 
That’s what I said when the Sona Medspa went out of business back in November. 

 
Maybe you’ll agree with me when I say it’s almost as unpleasant as losing your favorite hairdresser. 

Suddenly, you find yourself in a mad scramble to find someone, anyone, to keep you on track with your 

laser treatments. 
 

If you’re like I was, wondering where to turn now that Sona’s gone, then, please, read on. Because I 

have: 
 

1.   fantastic news for you, 

2.   an invite to a one‐of‐a‐kind free teleseminar 

3.   And a surprise as well. 
 

 
Have you already found someone new? 

 

 
In any case, on behalf of mutual friends of ours (that’s part of the surprise!), I’d like to invite you, as an 

individual interested in laser hair removal, to join a FREE, upcoming teleseminar covering the latest laser 

hair removal techniques—techniques brand NEW to the procedure even since November when Sona 

closed. Sign up for the free teleseminar here. 
 

 
You can take the knowledge you glean with you to your next appointment and really impress your new 

doctor. 
 

 
As for the great news … this may be hard to believe … but I discovered something EVEN BETTER than 

the Sona Medspa. 
 

 
I discovered Skinovative, a brand new medical clinic that specializes in laser treatments. They perform 

laser hair removal for both men and women, yes … but also much, much more. Skinovative provides 

laser acne care, laser wrinkle reduction, laser vein removal, laser skin rejuvenation (which I’m scheduled 

for myself), plus Botox (Botox is my new favorite friend), permanent cosmetics, teeth whitening, body 

sculpting, cellulite and fat reduction … and much more. 
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And let me tell you what I discovered—Skinovative is  NOT a spa. Skinovative is a professional medical 

center owned by Dr. Michael A. Greenburg. Dr. Greenburg not only owns the practice, being a name on 

a certificate, he also works there in the clinic so be sure to ask if he’s available to meet with you when 

you visit. Skinovative is also staffed by true medical professionals—three RNs and a Nurse Practitioner. 

These professionals not only come to you with medical experience, but also with 15+ years’ experience 

with laser procedures and laser technology. In fact, one of the Skinovative nurses is actually a laser 

trainer who trains other doctors and nurses on laser in the area. 
 

That’s another reason why you don’t want to miss the upcoming FREE teleseminar on the latest and 

greatest in laser hair removal on Wednesday, May xxth at 5:00 pm PDT. These people have been 

working with laser technology since its infancy—I’m very impressed. They really know their stuff. You 

do need to let them know in advance that you’ll be attending, so why not register right now? 
 

You know, it’s all the “medicalness” of Skinovative that I think will impress you the most. Spas are a 

dime a dozen. Anyone can run a spa. You go in for a “free consultation” with a professional salesperson 

only to listen to a sales pitch for an hour. And then if you decide you want treatment, you’re passed 

along to a “technician” who’s minimally trained at best, incompetent, at worst. I hate that. 
 

Skinovative is not just a spa. It’s a professional medical center … with medical professionals on the job. 

It’s like going to your general practitioner or dermatologist. No sales spiel. Just an honest, 

professional evaluation and SAFE, effective medical treatments. 
 

Of course these treatments are better than anything you’d get at your GP’s. That’s my experience. 

These treatments are  the kind we actually like. I don’t know about you, but even though my memory 

fades occasionally, I love it when the ladies at Skinovative make the rest of me look darn good! 
 

Dianna, my experience at Skinovative has been nothing but fantastic. If you’re not happy where you 

are or if you’re looking for a new place to call home, then I highly recommend Skinovative. 
 

By the way, I’m not being paid to write this. I’m just extremely satisfied and happy with what Skinovative 

has done for me, and I offered to share my story with you. 
 

The team at Skinovative is like your own staff of personal estheticians. I was looking in the mirror the 

other day when I noticed a new dark spot on my forehead. “What is this?!?” I exclaimed. All that 

sunshine from walking and golfing and skiing catches up with you, as I’m sure you know. So I called the 

clinic and they said, “Come on in and let’s take a look. We can probably take care of it right away.” 
 

Another beautiful thing is that when you go in you don’t have to TELL THEM what you want. You can 

walk in, spread your arms out wide and say, “Look at me.”  They’ll give you a physical and head‐to‐toe 

body evaluation and tell you what is … and is not … possible. No sales pitch. No push for big packages. 

Just medical advice for how you can look and feel your absolute best. 
 

Oh—and the surprise! I saved it for last because it’s really the best news of all. When you visit 

Skinovative, you’re going to see some very familiar, friendly faces … because the same great staff that 

used to work at Sona is the staff you’ll work with at Skinovative. Although the girls themselves were hurt 
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and burned just like many former Sona clients … maybe even you … they’ve pressed on and moved 

forward with Dr. Greenburg and Skinovative. 
 

If you never had the pleasure of meeting the entire Skinovative team while you were at Sona, then be 

doubly sure to dial in to the free laser hair removal teleseminar on Wednesday, May xxth at 5:00 pm 

Pacific Time. Not only will you find out how much better laser hair removal has become even since last 

November—today’s laser treatment is less painful, works on ALL skin types and much more—but 

you’ll also have an opportunity to hear from the team yourself. 

Wishing you a beautiful, smooth summer, 

Carol B. 

A raving Skinovative fanatic 
 

 
P.S. Did you sign up for the free teleseminar? If you’re interested in or in the process of getting laser 

hair removal –men or women—then you don’t want to miss this call on the latest techniques for getting 

and keep you smooth. If you want to be there (it’s free!) … then  register now. 
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Subject: Dianne, sprouting hair everywhere is NOT my idea of fun 
 

Dear Dianne, 
 

Why in the world must our bodies sprout HAIR in what seems to be all the wrong places? 
 

I recently asked that question, only partially in jest, to the ladies at Skinovative when I had my last laser 

hair removal treatment not long ago. You know who I’m talking about, right? Roxann, Jennifer, Caroline 

and Peggy … the nurses who used to work at the Sona spa but just recently opened the new 

Skinovative medical clinic? 
 

These fine ladies have asked me to tell you about an upcoming FREE teleseminar on the best new tools 

and techniques in laser hair removal. Mark your calendar for Wednesday, May xxth at 5:00 pm Pacific 

time, and then head over to their site to register now. They tell me that new advances in laser hair 

removal are coming fast and furious, so this is a great way for you to find out how you can safely, 

painlessly, easily—and with fewer treatments!—take care of the  hair that’s been an eyesore, possibly a 

challenge, possibly even an embarrassment to deal with. 
 

Maybe it’s hair on your chin or over your lip or on your thighs—those were my problem areas. I also 

had (past tense!) unwanted hair in the bikini area—as most women on the planet probably do. If you’re 

a guy, maybe what bugs you is a mustache you wish wasn’t there. Or maybe it’s those thick locks of 

hair … on your chest or back. 
 

Don’t get me wrong. I have nothing against body hair—as long as it’s on someone else! Maybe you 

don’t mind or even enjoy hair on your back or chest or lip or wherever … more power to you. But me, 

personally, I can’t stand it. And I’m so THRILLED at the results of my laser hair removal treatments that 

when they asked me if I’d be willing to write this letter to you, I did not hesitate. 
 

In fact I’m such a big fan of Skinovative and laser hair removal that I’ve passed the treasure along to 

my daughters, both of whom have also had it done. My youngest daughter had her treatments most 

recently—I gave her laser hair removal as a high school graduation gift. It’s something to think about, if 

you’re parenting older children. My daughter was as thrilled to receive the gift as I was to give it, mostly 

because I know this is a gift that, with possibly a few maintenance trips here and there, will last her for 

the rest of her life. 
 

Plus, in this mother’s humble opinion, it’s certainly better than a tattoo, not to mention her running 

around Mexico, doing who‐knows‐what in Cancun! 
 

Sign up for that free teleseminar on laser hair removal I told you about—you can get an idea as to what 

the procedure costs plus learn how new advancements mean you can even have laser hair removal 

peformed no matter your skin color. 
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I’ve spent much time in the sun over the years biking and playing tennis … probably just like you. Because 

I’ve developed a really good tan, I’ve had to work a little harder at removing the hair from my thighs. But 

the girls will tell you what they think will work for you once they see you. And you can trust them to be 

honest and to do what’s in your best interests. Now that I think about it, they even turned me away 

once when I arrived for a treatment because I had just returned from a sunny vacation and my legs were 

too dark. I confess I was a little annoyed, having had to drive 45‐minutes to get there, but I’m glad the 

Skinovative team cared enough to do what was right for me and my skin. 
 

Forgiven, forgotten! It was my fault for romping in the sun during treatments, anyway. 
 

Still, I think now with all the technological advances, and with the state‐of‐the‐art, brand new 

equipment Skinovative just brought in, skin color is no longer a problem. Your skin can be white as a lily 

or as chocolately rich as a mocha cappuccino (skinny, of course). You’ll learn about all these advances 

during the free teleseminar. That’s May xxth at 5:00 pm Pacific Time. Why not register right now, while 

it’s on your mind? 
 

And Dianne, listen … just because I’m speaking with you so freely and easily about laser hair removal 

doesn’t mean it’s an easy thing to do. At least not for me. At least not at first. 
 

Hair removal might be a sensitive issue for you, as it was for me when I first started with my 

treatments. I have to tell you I felt more than a little awkward, with people peering closely at my 

nether parts. But the ladies there understand how you feel. They’re true professionals—a credit to the 

medical profession. Plus, I quickly got over it. The ladies at Skinovative are caring and compassionate, 

not to mention completely confidential. So if you do decide to patronize Skinovative for your laser hair 

removal … take it from me, someone who’s been there, done that: you really have no worries. 
 

I think you’ll feel even more comfortable once you join the Skinovative team for their first‐ever free 

teleseminar on laser hair removal. You can get answers to your questions without worrying about a 

sales pitch (frankly, you won’t get a sales pitch even in person—this is a medical clinic), and also find out 

if laser hair removal might be right for you, or maybe even your friends or family members. Do you 

know someone who might be interested in the free seminar? Then please forward this e‐mail along. 

And if you intend to join in, register here now. 
 

I hope this letter has given you somewhat of a feel for laser hair removal and what it’s like doing 

business with Skinovative. I’ve enjoyed chatting … see you on the beach! 

Cheers, 

Susan S. 

A happy Skinovative customer 
 

P.S. If you can’t stand another day with your lip hair, chin hair, leg hair, bikini hair, back hair or any other 

unwanted body hair, then do yourself a favor and sign up for the free teleseminar on the newest 

advances in laser hair removal techniques. Today’s treatments take less time, are less painful and work 

on any skin tone. Men and women alike, you’re invited to register now! 
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Dear Dianne, 
 
“Tick tock. Tick tock.” 

 
Do you know what that sound is? 

 

It’s the sound of the clock winding down to the start of the free laser hair removal teleseminar on May 

xth at 5 pm Pacific Time, courtesy of the Skinovative team. 
 

That’s only x days away. 
 
“$*&(!&*$ !!!.” 

 
Know what THAT sound is? 

 
That’s the sound of more than a few of you, realizing that you haven’t yet signed up (although you 

meant to), and then—learning that space is limited and that this is your final opportunity to do so— 

suddenly rushing to register for one of the last few spots available. 
 

Yes, there are still a few spots left. 
 

So if you don’t want to miss it, why not take 2 minutes and register for yours now? 
 

I understand that several other Skinovative clients have also sent similar letters to you, so I think you 

already know by now that this is a one‐of‐a‐kind educational teleseminar. 
 

And it’s complimentary. There is no charge to you. 
 

Perhaps you aren’t quite sure exactly what a “teleseminar” is. I certainly didn’t when the girls first 

asked me to write this letter. It sounds like something from the early 80s, before we had the Internet 

and other technological goodness. 
 

But it’s really quite simple. When you register for the free teleseminar, you’ll receive an e‐mail with 

dial‐in instructions. At the time of the call, simply dial the number and enter the conference call ID 

provided. 
 

And voila, you’re in. 
 

Since it’s happening at 5 pm Pacific, you can listen in and join the conversation while you’re driving 

home from work, readying supper, or, if you’re lucky, while enjoying an after work cocktail or relaxing 

with a cup of tea. 
 

I know the girls plan to share with you information about advances in the technology, which continues 

to change day by day. And I also know that the changes have made laser hair removal much better for 

you and me. Today it’s less painful … it’s quicker … and it works on ALL skin colors. But this and much 

more will be covered in the teleseminar, so please do take this last opportunity to register for it now. 
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By the way, Dianne, I’d also to share with you that I’m a true aficionado of laser hair removal, having had 

the procedure done under my arms, on my legs and in my bikini area. And I am more than happy with the 

results. 
 

However, I am an even greater aficionado of my esthetician Peggy. I worked with Peggy for several years 

while she was at the Sona spa. When they closed, I immediately called Peggy to find out where she was 

going next. She told me that she and the other girls had decided to go into business together, so I 

followed her to her new Skinovative medical clinic. I trust her implicitly and, frankly, would follow her 

anywhere! 
 

The Skinovative clinic also feels cozier, more personal than Sona spa. I also find it much easier to get 

appointments whenever I need them, without having to be strung out waiting for two months or more. 
 

In fact I’ll soon be going in for what I call a “summertime cleanup,” to take care of a very small amount 

of hair I now find under my arms and around my kneecaps. 
 

It is not much. 

Just a dappling. 

But there it is. 

So all I need is a quick and painless touchup to get back to baby smooth once again. And because the 

effect of the laser is cumulative, I expect this next treatment to last much longer. 
 

Ahhhh. It’s such a pleasure not to have to shave! Not to mention how much time you save. 
 

If you’ve had the laser treatments done over at Sona, or even at the new Skinovative, then you know 

what I’m talking about. If you’re new to laser hair removal, or if you’d like to find out what has 

changed since you had your last treatment, then I encourage you to register now for the upcoming, 

free laser hair removal teleseminar—that’s May xth at 5 pm Pacific time. 
 

The call is free. The information you will learn, invaluable. So please, do take this final opportunity to 

register today. 

Warm wishes, 

Barbara 

A highly satisfied Skinovative customer 
 

P.S. This is your last opportunity to register for the free laser hair removal teleseminar—and there are 

only a few spaces left. The call is free; it takes but 2 minutes to register. So click here to register now. 


